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Introduction 

Parents, teachers, educators, and policy makers are all invested in children’s learning. Members of all of these 

groups wrestle with the important question of what pedagogical approach is best to support learning, both in 

general and for particular domains such as math, reading, and critical thinking. Although direct instruction can 

be effective for early childhood learning, recent research suggests that more discovery-based methods may be 

even more effective. Given the widespread agreement in the research and education literatures that play is one 

of the most natural pathways to discovery and learning in early childhood,
1
 a play-based pedagogy may be a 

particularly powerful mechanism for learning. While it is not yet known exactly how playful experiences can 

support learning of new content or skills, recent research suggests that guided play (a form of child-directed 

play with adult support) may be one approach that leverages the enjoyment experienced during free play while 

concurrently affording opportunities for learning content and skills.

Subject 

Play improves young children’s health and well-being and also provides them with opportunities to explore 

social roles and to develop cooperative and self-regulatory skills.
2,3

 Ongoing research explores the role of play 

in more traditional forms of learning (e.g., mathematics, reading, critical thinking), and it is becoming clear that 

guided play can be an effective teaching strategy. 

Problems 

While there is widespread agreement that play is good for children’s development in general, the research base 

is less secure about the role of play in children’s learning specifically. As noted in a recent review,
4
 many have 
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concluded that play provides great learning benefits, but current science has not yet caught up with this claim, 

particularly when it comes to boosting particular skills such as problem-solving and teaching content 

knowledge. 

Research Context 

It is undeniable that children find play enjoyable and derive some benefits from it. But when children are 

expected to achieve a particular learning objective, research suggests that it may also necessary to provide 

them with a more structured instructional environment in order to allow them to learn. Resolving the paradox 

between children’s natural abilities to learn through play and the need to learn key content and skills involves 

realizing that there are different kinds of play, each of which can serve different goals.

Key Research Questions 

What kinds of learning experiences (e.g., free play, guided play, direct instruction) best support young children’s 

learning of content and skills? Additionally, how can we leverage what researchers find in studies to improve 

academic and personal outcomes for children in classrooms and homes? 

Recent Research Results 

When educators and parents talk about children’s play, they are often referring to free play: unstructured time in 

which children are free to choose their actions with a range of objects or activities. This kind of play can confer 

some benefits, such as improving children’s attention by allowing them to release excess energy. However, 

because it is so unstructured, free play may not be especially beneficial for children’s learning of particular 

types of content knowledge.
5
 In one study, for example, children were asked to learn about the criterial 

properties of shapes (e.g., triangles always have three sides and three angles). Children were able to learn this 

information when directly taught, using picture cards and bendable sticks as visual support, but not when they 

were simply given the cards and sticks to play with.
6
 Thus, free play may not be optimal where there is a 

particular curricular goal in mind.

Fortunately, there is another kind of play that benefits children’s content learning: guided play. This is a form of 

play in which the children’s activities are scaffolded by a knowledgeable adult, allowing children’s actions to 

lead them to the learning goal.
7-9

 Adults can provide this scaffolding by structuring the environment in advance 

(e.g., providing certain kinds of toys, as in Montessori education) or by sensitively responding to children’s 

actions in a play session and offering open-ended suggestions (e.g., encouraging children to explore materials 

they haven’t explored yet: “What do you think would happen if you…?”). 

One of the most crucial features of guided play is that children’s actions within the play session must be freely 

chosen. This is the hallmark of play – that children themselves are in charge and can choose what to do at any 

given moment. Both free and guided play share this feature. However, guided play additionally includes an 

important role for adults. In guided play, adults should allow children to maintain the locus of control but should 

also provide subtle guidance that will allow them to explore the right aspects of the environment to reach the 

learning goal. 

Studies show that guided play is indeed effective at allowing children to learn. Specifically, research has found 
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that children who engaged in guided play activities were more likely to learn a target piece of information than 

children who engaged in free play --- and in some cases, more than children who were directly instructed. For 

example, an intervention to teach new vocabulary words through book-reading activities found little learning 

when children played freely with toys related to the new words. Providing children with some adult guidance in 

their play, however, significantly increased the number of new words that children learned.
10

 Similarly, several 

studies have shown that children can learn about new causal structures when they explore freely within highly 

constrained environments.
11,12

 In support of these studies, a meta-analysis found that learning in guided play 

environments was comparable to if not better than learning through direct instruction, both of which were 

superior to learning through the unstructured environments available in free play.
5

Research Gaps 

Just as all play is not created equal, all types of playful learning are likely not created equal when it comes to 

supporting different outcomes. For example, free play may be especially beneficial for building collaboration 

and communication in early childhood, but guided play may be increasingly important for learning content 

knowledge throughout early elementary or primary school. Much work remains to be done to determine which 

pedagogical approaches are best for different outcomes and at what ages and stages they are most beneficial. 

Future work should also focus on exactly what types of guidance are most helpful for different learning goals 

and for children of different backgrounds, since some target learning outcomes may benefit from more or less of 

an adult presence in the play situation.

Conclusions 

Many educators and researchers take opposing perspectives on play, either believing that all play leads to 

learning or that play and learning are entirely separate processes. In an attempt to bridge this gap, recent 

research has begun to examine the ways in which different types of play can support different types of learning 

objectives. In particular, research has shown that guided play, a form of adult-supported play experience, can 

be particularly beneficial to children’s learning. We believe that the secret to guided play’s success is in its 

combination of adult support and child independence. Having an adult set up the situation and provide nudges 

along the way ensures that children’s exploration is appropriately constrained. But allowing the autonomy to 

remain with the children keeps the situation fun and interesting to them, harnesses their natural proclivity to 

learn and explore, and allows their own interests to guide their actions, all of which leads to increased learning.

Implications for Parents, Services and Policy 

All parents, educators, and policy makers want to ensure that today’s children are tomorrow’s successful adults. 

Often, this desire leads to tensions between children’s desire to play and adults’ desire to impart specific 

content knowledge (e.g., mathematics or reading) or capabilities (e.g., communication, creativity, or 

collaboration). Time in childhood is limited and expectations are high. This combination can lead to decisions 

that promote direct instruction (e.g., flashcards, repetitive lessons) over exploration and discovery. Research 

suggests that this tension may be misguided. Guided play, in which adults help structure a play activity but 

allow children to take the lead and direct the session, is not only more fun for the child but also may be 

particularly effective for learning. While research remains to be done to determine the best pedagogical 

approaches for teaching different types of knowledge and skills across development, research to date finds that 
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having a more nuanced understanding of play that includes guided play may provide the outcomes that we are 

all looking for when it comes to children’s learning. Finally, when studying this issue, it is crucial that 

researchers investigating how children learn collaborate with teachers and parents who are actually teaching 

children to develop evidence-based curricula and experiences that best support children’s learning.
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